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Transparency in Construction 
Products Regulation
Declarations of Performance (DOP‘s) Online:
independently archived, available via QR-code

Certcheck is the independent and neutral archive for electronic declarations 
of performance. 
Individual subdomains, e.g. betonwerk.certcheck.eu, make all docu-
ments for every manufacturer available in an independent, neutral, unchan-
geable archive where they are stored for 10 years. Certcheck thus meets the 
delegated act requirements in connection with CPR (Construction Products 
Regulation). QR codes allow for mobile retrieval to close the gaps in the 
information chain without paper and with access for all: manufacturers, 
distributors, construction personnel, and costumers.
Certcheck is reliable information that is convenient, simple to access and 
available at any time. Mobile retrieval on the building site and stationary 
retrieval for sales. Data retrieval is  free of charge.
 

Transparency, Security and Reputation - 
IRU�&RQ¿GHQFH�LQ�WKH�&RQVWUXFWLRQ�3URGXFWV�0DUNHW�
 

Security
    for the customer

Transparency
    for the market

Reputation
    for the factory
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http://www.certcheck.eu
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How it works

&HUWFKHFN� PDNHV� PDQXIDFWXUHU� GHFODUDWLRQV� RI� SHUIRUPDQFH�� FHUWL¿FDWHV�
and other documents (data sheets) available online. 
Distributors and users of construction products receive the website URL from 
the manufacturer, for example, by printing on the delivery note: „Access our 
declaration of performance at betonwerk.certcheck.eu“.
QR codes can be integrated into the company‘s website or attached directly 
to the products themselves. This allows the declaration of performance to 
be directly viewed via any smartphone with internet access. Naturally, the 
information can also be stored and printed.
 

Screenshot: home page of the manufacturer, opportunity for company logo; on the left: QR Code as 
a direct link

With Certcheck, manufacturers can offer a simple, archived alternative to 
paper  declarations of performance for the entire supply chain, distributors, 
intermediate customers (e.g. landscaping and gardening operations) and 
end customers.
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Screenshot: example of a website for retrieving declarations of performance at www.certcheck.eu 

Certcheck can be used by all construction product manufacturers without 
further conditions. This allows all participants in the building products mar-
ket to retrieve information free of charge. Retrieval remains free of charge 
for participating manufacturers. Login information and passwords are not 
required.
Since changes to the content can only be made by Güteschutz Beton, the 
declarations of performance in the archive are guaranteed to valid.

You can explore how it works by visiting www.certcheck.eu at any time.
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There are no additional costs for the retrieval of information.

The prices listed above are independent of the number of declarations of 
performance, and apply to the base versions. Additional programming 
work will be charged at cost (other/additional languages, search functions, 
sub-pages for different locations, etc.).

*for members of the Güteschutzgemein-
schaften (Quality Control Association) 
NRW, Hessen, Rhineland-Palatinate

300 €
per Jahr

per subdomain
(desiredname.certcheck.eu)

including a location

100 €
per Jahr

additional locations
within the
subdomain

0(0%(5

500 €
per Jahr

per subdomain
(desiredname.certcheck.eu)

including a location

150 €
per Jahr

additional locations
within the
subdomain

%$6,&

Prize Overview
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Procedure

1. Create a Declaration of Performance
The manufacturer creates and signs its declarations of performance , inclu-
ding translations into other languages, if desired.

���0DNLQJ�&RQWDFW
Companies wishing to use Certcheck can email info@certcheck.eu to 
make an informal request for one or more subdomains, optionally also spe-
cifying a desired domain.

3. Your Signature
Afterwards Güteschutz Beton will arrange for your own domain and email 
address for document exchange (name_of_subdomain@certcheck.eu). 

���$FWLYDWLRQ�RI�<RXU�'RPDLQ
The declarations of performance prepared by the manufacturer are sent as 
D�3')�¿OH�WR�WKLV�HPDLO�DGGUHVV��7KH�WUDQVIHU�WR�WKH�VLWH�LV�FDUULHG�RXW�E\�
Güteschutz Beton; the companies do not require additional logins or pass-
words.  

5. Our Service
In the case of updates or amendments to declarations of performance, 
previous versions will be moved to the archive, so that the prescribed 10-
\HDU�DYDLODELOLW\�LV�JXDUDQWHHG��)RU�PRUH�LQIRUPDWLRQ��VXFK�DV�FHUWL¿FDWHV�
or data sheets, corresponding sub-folders will be established. 

Supervision, support and maintenance via Güteschutz Beton

Contact us at info@certcheck.eu



Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 37/39
D-40210 Düsseldorf

Tel      +49 (0) 211 / 13 53 65
Fax     +49 (0) 211 / 1 64 94 44
Email  info@certcheck.eu
Web    www.certcheck.eu

Security for the customer

Transparency for the market

Reputation for the factory

supervised by 

*�WHVFKXW]�%HWRQ
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